Cut out information for the following couplers.

**ST couplers**
46-4203  ST MM PANEL COUPLER  
46-4204  ST SM PANEL COUPLER  
46-4261  ST MM PANEL COUPLER  
46-4262  ST SM PANEL COUPLER  
50-0201  SENKO FIBRE OPTIC ST SM FEEDTHROUGH COUPLER  
50-0202  SENKO FIBRE OPTIC ST MM FEEDTHROUGH COUPLER  

**SC simplex & LC duplex couplers**
46-4224  LC MM DUPLEX PANEL COUPLER (also fits SC simplex panel cutout)  
46-4225  LC SM DUPLEX PANEL COUPLER (also fits SC simplex panel cutout)  
46-4228  SC MM SIMPLEX PANEL COUPLER, Beige (also fits LC duplex panel cutout)  
46-4229  SC SM SIMPLEX PANEL COUPLER, Blue (also fits LC duplex panel cutout)  
46-4263  SC MM SIMPLEX PANEL COUPLER, Beige (also fits LC duplex panel cutout)  
46-4264  SC SM SIMPLEX PANEL COUPLER, Blue (also fits LC duplex panel cutout)  
46-4267  LC MM DUPLEX PANEL COUPLER (also fits SC simplex panel cutout)  
46-4268  LC SM DUPLEX PANEL COUPLER (also fits SC simplex panel cutout)  
50-0191  SENKO FIBRE OPTIC LC MM DUPLEX FEEDTHROUGH COUPLER Aqua  
50-0192  SENKO FIBRE OPTIC LC SM DUPLEX FEEDTHROUGH COUPLER Blue  
50-0193  SENKO FIBRE OPTIC LC APC SM DUPLEX FEEDTHROUGH COUPLER Green  
50-0198  SENKO FIBRE OPTIC SC SM SIMPLEX FEEDTHROUGH COUPLER Blue  
50-0199  SENKO FIBRE OPTIC SC APC SM SIMPLEX FEEDTHROUGH COUPLER Green  

**SC duplex & LC quad couplers**
46-4226  LC MM QUAD PANEL COUPLER (also fits SC duplex panel cutout)  
46-4227  LC SM QUAD PANEL COUPLER (also fits SC duplex panel cutout)  
46-4230  SC MM DUPLEX PANEL COUPLER, Beige (also fits LC quad panel cutout)  
46-4231  SC SM DUPLEX PANEL COUPLER, Blue (also fits LC quad panel cutout)  
46-4255  SC MM DUPLEX PANEL COUPLER, Beige (also fits LC quad panel cutout)  
46-4256  SC SM DUPLEX PANEL COUPLER, Blue (also fits LC quad panel cutout)  
46-4269  LC MM QUAD PANEL COUPLER (also fits SC duplex panel cutout)  
46-4270  LC SM QUAD PANEL COUPLER (also fits SC duplex panel cutout)  
50-0194  SENKO FIBRE OPTIC LC MM QUAD FEEDTHROUGH COUPLER Aqua  
50-0195  SENKO FIBRE OPTIC LC SM QUAD FEEDTHROUGH COUPLER Blue  
50-0196  SENKO FIBRE OPTIC LC APC SM QUAD FEEDTHROUGH COUPLER Green  
50-0206  SENKO FIBRE OPTIC SC SM DUPLEX FEEDTHROUGH COUPLER Blue  
50-0207  SENKO FIBRE OPTIC SC APC SM DUPLEX FEEDTHROUGH COUPLER Green  

SC & LC couplers will accommodate panels up to 2mm thickness.  
Metal clips that secure the coupler may be bent/alktered for panels up to 3mm if required.